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DEPARTMENT OF FOR-HIRE VEHICLES 
 

NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 
 

The Director of the Department of For-Hire Vehicles (“Department” or “DFHV”) pursuant to the 
authority set forth in Sections 8(c) (2), (3), and (19), and 14 of the District of Columbia Taxicab 
Commission Establishment Act of 1985 (“Establishment Act”), effective March 25, 1986 (D.C. 
Law 6-97), as amended by the Transportation Reorganization Act of 2016, effective June 22, 2016  
(D.C. Law 21-0124); D.C. Official Code §§ 50-301.07(c) (2) (3), and (19), and 50-301.13 (2014 
Repl. & 2015 Supp.)) hereby gives notice of its intent to adopt amendments to Chapter 4 (Taxicab 
Payment Service Providers), Chapter 5 (Taxicab Companies, Associations, Fleets, and 
Independent Taxicabs), Chapter 6 (Taxicab Parts and Equipment), Chapter 8 (Operating Rules for 
Public Vehicles-For-Hire), Chapter 18 (Wheelchair Accessible Paratransit Taxicab Service), 
Chapter 20, (Fines and Civil Penalties), and Chapter 99 (Definitions)  of Title 31 (Taxicabs and 
Public Vehicles For Hire) of the District of Columbia Municipal Regulations (DCMR).   
 
This final rulemaking amends Chapters 4, 5, 6, 8, 18, 20, and 99, of the Department’s regulations 
promulgated consistent with the “Modernization of Taxicabs” section of the Establishment Act, 
added by the Taxicab Service Improvement Amendment Act of 2012, D.C. Law 19-0184 (eff. 
October 27, 2013) (codified at D.C. OFFICIAL CODE § 50-301.26) and for related purposes, and 
supersedes the second emergency and proposed rulemaking (“Second Notice”) that was 
published in the D.C. Register on November 17, 2017.1  The Emergency and Proposed 
rulemaking published on September 1, 2017 (“First Notice”)2 represented the first major 
overhaul of the regulations adopted to implement provisions of the Taxicab Service 
Improvement Act (the “modernization regulations”) since those regulations were promulgated.  
The Second Notice made changes in response to comments received during the comment period 
for the First Notice which expired October 16, 2017, including requiring digital taximeter 
systems (“DTSs”) to be PCI-compliant; requiring DTSs to be fully accessible to people who are 
blind and are low vision in accordance with Section 508 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act; and 
requiring DTSs to publish open Application Programming Interface (“APIs”).   In addition to 
the above changes, the Second Notice modified the First Notice by: (1) extending the DTS 
transition period until December 31, 2017; (2) allowing any payment processor to register as an 
Option for Payment Technology (“OPT”); (3) creating an online registration for OPTs to be 
certified, at no charge, as capable of working with the digital meters of one or more approved 
DTS providers for the trip data and surcharge collection; (4) allowing each DTS provider to 
choose as many OPTs as they want; and (5) introducing a new business model under which 
independent owners can operate without using a DTS provider.   
 
The Department received several comments during the second 45-day comment period that 
expired January 1, 2018.   One commenter stated that she appreciated that the DTS system was 
accessible and easy to use by people who are blind and/or visually impaired.  Another 
commenter who co-owns a large taxicab company expressed support of the lower payment 

                                                           
1 64 DCR at 011950 

2 64 DCR 0086960 
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processing fees and lower equipment requirements of the DTS system. Another commenter, a 
current DTS provider, stated that DTS has allowed for more transparency in processing 
payments and opined that “DTS is the most vital powerful tool that we as taxicab companies 
have ever had.”  Another commenter, from a DFHV-licensed taxicab company, was in support 
of the Digital Taxi Solution rulemaking, however, expressed concerns with the one-year DTS 
contract limit, with an inability to charge per-trip fees, and that the $35 per hour wait time fee 
is too high.  Finally, one commenter, from a DFHV-licensed taxicab company, stated that the 
company “fully supports the transition to the digital taxicab meter” however, expressed 
concerns that DFHV’s digital meter inappropriately interjects DFHV into competition with 
private businesses.  The commenter also requested fewer requirements for the new dome light, 
elimination of the uniform color scheme, and an increased age limit for taxicabs.   
 
In response to the comments received, the Department first notes that it has lowered the wait 
time rate to $25 per hour through a separate emergency. The Department will reevaluate the 
one-year limitations on the DTS licensing period prior to the August 2018 open season for DTS 
providers, but does not believe it is appropriate to change the time period of current licenses in 
the midst of the license period.  This rulemaking places no limitations on fees that a DTS may 
charge to operators, including per-trip fees.  DTS providers may charge any fees that are agreed 
to in advance in writing by the operator.  The application process to become a dome light 
provider is open and applicants are free to apply at any time; the application is available on the 
Department’s website.  The uniform color scheme is a statutory requirement and the Department 
does not have the authority or ability to waive it via regulation.  See D.C. Official Code § 50-
301.26(a)(3).  The Department’s digital meter is but one option for the taxicab industry.  DTS 
providers may elect to use another digital meter as part of it proposed solution as long as it 
meets or exceeds the DFHV meter’s capability and independent taxicab owners may use any 
digital meter that is part of an approved DTS.  Finally, with regard to taxicab age limits, although 
they are outside the scope of these regulations, the Department notes that it recently went 
through the notice and comment process in setting the current taxicab age requirement and based 
on extensive public input, increased the proposed taxicab age limit of seven to eight model years 
and vastly simplified the previous system in place.    
 
Based on the foregoing, the Department has not made any changes to the Second Notice other 
than to remove Section 803 on MTS receipts, which no longer has any legal effect now that the 
MTS/DTS transition date of January 1, 2018, has passed. 
 
A notice of emergency and proposed rulemaking was adopted on August 28, 2017 and was 
published to the DC Register on September 1, 2017 at  64 DCR 0086960.  That rulemaking was 
superseded by the Second Notice, adopted on October 27, 2017 and published to the DC Register 
on November 17, 2017,  expiring on February 24, 2018.  The Second Notice is hereby superseded 
by this Notice of Final Rulemaking which takes effect upon publication in the DC Register. 

 
Chapter 4, TAXICAB PAYMENT SERVICE PROVIDERS, of Title 31 DCMR, TAXICABS 
AND PUBLIC VEHICLES FOR HIRE, is amended as follows: 
 
Section 401, GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, is amended as follows: 
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A new Subsection 401.7 is added as follows: 
 
401.7  Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, no PSP shall be approved by the 

Department to operate, or to market MTS units, after December 31, 2017.   
 
Chapter 5, TAXICAB COMPANIES, ASSOCIATIONS, FLEETS, AND INDEPENDENT 
TAXICABS, is amended as follows: 
 
Section 503, TAXICAB COLORINGS AND MARKINGS, is amended as follows: 
 
Subsection 503.1 is amended to read as follows: 
 
503.1 Uniform color scheme.  Each vehicle used as a taxicab shall be in compliance with 

the uniform color scheme in § 503.3 if: 
 
 (a) It is entering service using a new taxicab vehicle license (and corresponding 

new “H tag” from DMV); 
 
 (b) It is entering service using an existing vehicle license, as required by the 

vehicle retirement rules of Chapter 6 or based on the owner’s decision to 
replace a vehicle earlier than required by such rules; or  

  
(c) The owner chooses to repaint in whole or in part for any reason, including 

changes in association or affiliation. 
 
Subsection 503.3 is amended by adding a new subparagraph (h) to read as follows: 
 
 (h) The PVIN shall appear in one or more locations on the vehicle if the vehicle 

is equipped with a cruising light rather than a legacy dome light, as set forth 
in an administrative issuance.   

 
Subsection 503.4 is amended to read as follows: 
 
503.4 The Department may allow or require enhancements to or modifications of the 

uniform color scheme for a vehicle that participates in a pilot, grant, donation 
agreement, or other program, or that is equipped with a digital taxicab solution 
(“DTS”). 

 
Section 510, TAXICAB COMPANIES AND ASSOCIATIONS – OPERATING 
REQUIREMENTS, is amended as follows: 
 
Sections 510.5 and 510.6 are amended to read as follows: 
 
510.5 Beginning September 13, 2016, each taxicab company may operate a digital taxicab 

solution (“DTS”), and may equip its owned and/or associated vehicles, or any other 
licensed taxicab, with a DTS unit.  Beginning January 1, 2018, each taxicab 
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company shall operate a DTS and shall equip each of its owned and associated 
vehicles with a DTS unit.  Each DTS shall be approved and operated pursuant to 
Chapter 6, other applicable provisions of this title, other applicable laws, and any 
applicable administrative issuance.  Each DTS unit shall be installed and operated 
pursuant to a written agreement.  Until a taxicab company operates an approved 
DTS, it shall continue to provide one or more safety devices for all of its owned 
and associated vehicles that conforms to the equipment requirements of § 603.8 (n) 
(3), as specified in an administrative issuance, including a device which provides 
for operator safety.    

 
510.6 Each taxicab company shall maintain a website containing only current and 

accurate information about the company, including, if it operates a DTS: 
 
 (a) If it uses dynamic street hail pricing:  a prominent, clear, and complete 

disclosure of its current discount, if any, on the street hail rates and charges 
in Chapter 8, which shall be the same as the disclosure that appears on the 
passenger console of each DTS unit; and  

 
 (b) A general description of the DTS and its components, the most recent date 

on which the DTS was approved by the Department pursuant to Chapter 6, 
and a disclosure of the DTS contract terms including its pricing structure. 

 
Chapter 6, TAXICAB PARTS AND EQUIPMENT, is amended as follows: 
 
Section 602, TAXIMETERS, is amended to read as follows: 
 
602 TAXIMETERS AND DIGITAL TAXICAB SOLUTIONS 
 
602.1  Beginning September 13, 2016, no legacy (non-digital) taximeters shall be 

approved by the Department. 
 
602.2 Beginning September 1, 2017, a taxicab may use either an MTS unit or a DTS unit. 
 
602.3 Beginning January 1, 2018: 
 
 (a) The Department shall approve only DTSs, each of which shall incorporate 

a digital taximeter; 
 
 (b) The approval of each legacy taximeter shall terminate; and 
 
 (c) No person shall participate in dispatching or otherwise providing taxicab 

service if the service is provided without an approved DTS or approved 
digital taximeter and registered OPT.   

 
602.4 Each DTS shall be provided and maintained by a taxicab company, or by the D.C. 

Taxicab Industry Co-op (“Co-op”) (collectively for purposes of this section, 
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“provider”). Each DTS shall comply with the technology and service requirements 
of this section.  The Co-op shall seek approval of its DTS not later than six months 
following its registration as a DDS. 

 
602.5 Each DTS shall have one digital taximeter and one or more OPT (payment 

processor) as selected by the DTS provider, provided however, that if  the 
Department makes a digital taximeter available to the industry free of charge, then 
each DTS provider shall incorporate such digital taximeter into its DTS within 
ninety (90) days of its availability, or such longer period as set by administrative 
issuance, provided however, that each DTS provider may in lieu thereof incorporate 
any other digital taximeter that meets or exceeds the performance and features of 
the Department’s digital meter; and provided further that each OPT shall be 
registered with the Department.   
 

602.6 The Department may issue an administrative issuance concerning DTSs, digital 
meters, and OPTs, in order to: 

 
 (a) Establish requirements for when approval or renewal of approval is 

required, including establishing uniform approval periods of not less than 
twelve (12) months; establishing an annual DTS open season during which 
DTS providers approved for the next uniform approval period may compete 
for customers during such period; establishing an annual deadline by which 
DTSs must apply for approval or renewal in order to be approved for the 
next uniform approval period and to participate in the next DTS open 
season, or otherwise be considered only for approval during the uniform 
approval period starting one (1) year after the next uniform approval period; 
and establishing standards from when re-approval is required due to a 
material modification of a DTS during an approval period;   

 
 (b) Interpret and provide guidance about DTS technology and service 

requirements;  
 
 (c) Establish reasonable requirements related to surcharge bonds;  
 
 (d) Establish reasonable requirements for the use, operation, configuration, 

placement, and installation of DTS units and their components, such as 
requirements for accessibility and use by disabled passengers including 
visually-impaired and blind customers, which shall be in full compliance 
with federal law including but not limited to Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. § 794 (d);  

 
 (e) Establish reasonable requirements concerning the use of dynamic street hail 

pricing, including the placement of signs in and/or on vehicles to inform 
passengers about such pricing;  

 
 (f) Establish reasonable requirements concerning the requirements for separate 
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mechanisms for the operator and the passenger to discreetly summon 
assistance;  

 
  (g) Interpret and provide guidance on the requirements for a digital taximeter  
   to meet or exceed the performance and features of the Department’s  
   digital meter made available to the industry for free, if applicable.   

 (h) Interpret and provide guidance on the requirements for a payment card 
processor that a DTS provider seeks to use to process payments;  

 
 (i) Provide guidance on the technical and other reasonable requirements for the 

registration of an OPT;  
 
 (j) Provide guidance for independent owners who choose to operate without 

affiliating with a DTS provider;  
 
 (k) Establish other reasonable requirements for DTSs and DTS units related to 

safety, passenger privacy, consumer protection, compliance with any other 
applicable law, and other reasonable purposes within the jurisdiction of the 
Department; or 

 
 (l) Take any action with respect to achieving PCI compliance, as measured or 

determined by the PCI Security Standards Council. 
 
602.7 The legality or wisdom of any administrative issuance promulgated pursuant to this 

section may be challenged in any administrative proceeding where the Department 
seeks to rely on such administrative issuance. 

 
602.8 The approval of a DTS may be suspended or revoked, and a renewed approval may 

be denied, in addition to other civil penalties under this title, if the DTS provider 
fails to comply with an applicable administrative issuance, provided that the DTS 
provider shall have the opportunity to challenge the legality or wisdom of any or 
all provisions of the relevant administrative issuance or issuances in an 
administrative hearing.    

 
602.9 Each application for the approval of a DTS shall be executed by an individual with 

authority to file the application, and shall contain the following information and 
documentation:  

 
(a) Contact information for the applicant, including name, telephone number, 

email, and website URL; 
 

(b) Information and documentation about each component of the DTS unit, 
including its digital meter, driver console, passenger console, and credit 
card processing device, and how it interacts with the vehicle’s dome light 
or innovation cruising light, including a narrative, photographs, and 
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screenshots for each component; 
 

(c) Information and documentation showing the DTS complies with all service 
and technology requirements of this section, other requirements of this title, 
the Establishment Act, and other applicable laws; 
 

(d) A certification that the applicant owns the rights to, or holds a license to 
use, all the intellectual property that comprises the DTS other than 
intellectual property required by this section to be used in connection with 
a digital meter, or an arrangement with a payment card processor, made 
available by the Department; 

 
(e) Information showing the applicant is in good standing with the Department 

and is in compliance with all applicable laws pertaining to its business, 
including without limitation the Clean Hands Act;  
 

(f) Information demonstrating that the applicant will collect from the passenger 
and pay to the District the taxicab passenger surcharge of twenty-five cents 
($0.25); 

 
(g) A sample of each agreement with owners and operators used by the 

applicant; 
 

(h) An explanation of the provider’s pricing structure, and whether the provider 
expects to offer dynamic street hail pricing; and  
 

(i) A certification that the DTS is fully integrated with the DC TaxiApp, as 
required by this section, Chapter 16, and any applicable administrative 
issuance, and the names of any other apps with which the DTS is also 
integrated. 

 
602.10 Each application shall be accompanied by a filing fee of two thousand five hundred 

dollars ($2,500), regardless of whether:  it is a new or renewal application; or it 
seeks re-approval of a DTS due to its material modification by its provider during 
an approval period. 

 
602.11 Each application for the approval of a DTS shall be accompanied by a bond, naming 

the District as obligee, to secure the payment of the passenger surcharges owed to 
the District under this title and the Establishment Act during the current approval 
period.  Such bond(s) shall: 

 
 (a) Be in effect throughout the current approval period to which the approval 

applies and for one (1) year thereafter; and 
 
 (b) Be in the amount of one hundred fifty thousand dollars ($150,000). 
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602.12 An application may be denied if it contains or was submitted with materially false 
information provided orally or in writing for the purpose of inducing approval. 

 
602.13  An applicant seeking to renew the approval of a DTS shall meet all requirements 

for a new approval, or such portion thereof, as the Department may require by 
administrative issuance.   

 
602.14 The Department shall issue all decisions to grant or deny the approval of a DTS 

within the period established in an administrative issuance. 
 
602.15  Each approval of a DTS shall be for the duration of the uniform approval period set 

forth in an administrative issuance, or the remainder of the current period, 
whichever is less. 

 
602.16  Each DTS provider shall execute contracts with operators that are no longer than 

the license period for which they are granted operating authority, and DTSs must 
allow operators to switch to another DTS provider during an annual DTS open 
season as that term is defined in an administrative issuance, without penalty. 

 
602.17 Technology requirements for DTS units.  Each DTS unit shall: 
 
 (a) Operate in a manner which ensures the vehicle owner and operator, and the 

DTS provider, are able to comply with all requirements of this title and other 
applicable laws, and all applicable administrative issuances;  

 
 (b) Use open architecture, open application program interfaces, and a modular 

design, to ensure proper interaction among:   
 
  (1) A driver console incorporating a digital taximeter that— 

 
 (A) Is fully integrated with the DC TaxiApp and, at the option of 

the provider, the app of any other DDS registered and 
operated as required by this title and other applicable laws; 

 
 (B) Processes shared and group rides, calculates fares (including 

dynamic street hail prices, if offered by the provider), and 
provides receipts as required by Chapter 8; 

 
 (C)  Provides the Department with real-time trip and location 

data when the operator is on duty, and such other 
information as reasonably required by an administrative 
issuance;  

   
 (D) Is linked electronically, or via a DFHV network, API, 

integration hub, website, mobile app, URL, or hardware, to 
one or more registered digital dispatch services, including at 
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a minimum, full integration with the DC TaxiApp, for the 
purpose of receiving ehails and allowing ehail passengers to 
choose in-vehicle or digital payments; and 

 
 (E) Provides the operator and District enforcement officials with 

the ability to view the vehicle’s electronic manifest as 
required by § 823 for the prior forty-eight (48) hours, and 
maintains all manifest records for at least two (2) years. 

 
  (2) A passenger console;  
 
  (3) A credit card processing device;  
 
  (4) Any other device the provider wishes to include that does not impair 

the required function and performance of the DTS; and 
 
  (5) Complies with all other applicable requirements of this title and 

other applicable laws, and any applicable administrative issuance; 
 
 (c) Interact with the vehicle’s legacy dome light or cruising light to properly 

control its functions in the manner required by this chapter.  
 
 (d)  Be integrated with two or more registered OPTs at the time of renewal of 

the DTS’ operating authority. 
  
 (e) Bear the costs of integrating with any OPTs beyond the initial two with 

which it is integrated. 
 
602.18 Service requirements for DTSs.  Each DTS provider shall: 
 
 (a) Ensure that each of its DTS units is in compliance with the technology and 

other requirements of this title and other applicable laws, including proper 
operation and connectivity with a cruising light or legacy dome light; 

 
 (b) Comply with the following requirements for the taxicab passenger 

surcharge.  It shall: 
 
 (1) Collect the surcharge as an authorized additional charge under 

Chapter 8; 
 
 (2) Remit to the District, at the end of each month, a payment to the 

D.C. Treasurer reflecting all surcharges owed to the District for such 
period based on the number of trips during such period, regardless 
of whether or not the surcharge was actually collected from the 
passenger;  
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 (3) Transmit to the Department a report certifying its payment to the 
District, and containing a basis for the amount of the payment and 
such other information reasonably related to the payment as may be 
required by an administrative issuance; and 

 
 (4) Cooperate with the Department to resolve any issue related to 

compliance with this subsection, including a discrepancy in the 
amount of a payment.  If the issue remains unresolved to the 
satisfaction of the Department within thirty (30) days following 
notice of the issue to the payer, the Department shall have discretion 
to make a claim against the payer’s surcharge bond, as necessary 
and appropriate to satisfy the amount of the discrepancy.  A 
surcharge bond shall be returned to the payee within thirty (30) days 
following the expiration of the bond, or, upon written request of the 
payer, at an earlier date if the payer establishes to the satisfaction of 
the Department that the payer’s obligations under this section have 
been fully discharged; 

 
 (c) Pay each owner or operator with which it is associated the portion of its 

revenue to which such owner or operator is entitled within twenty-four (24) 
hours or one (1) business day of when such revenue is received, provided 
however, that such periods may be extended to not more than one (1) 
calendar week or five (5) business days if such terms are clearly and 
transparently disclosed in the contract; and 

 
 (d) Pay all costs and fees related to the DTS, including without limitation, the 

costs for development, improvement, installation, maintenance, service, 
support, and legal compliance, provided however, that such costs may be 
allocated pursuant to a written agreement that clearly and transparently 
discloses each and every cost, and does not exceed the length of the 
approval period.  No person other than the provider shall pay a cost or fee 
related to a DTS which has not been fully disclosed in the manner required 
by this subsection. 

 
602.19 Each payment processor seeking to register with DFHV as a OPT provider shall 

submit a completed registration application which will be available online. 
 
602.20 Each OPT shall be capable of working or operating with one or more approved 

digital meters for trip data and surcharge collection and OPT hardware shall be PCI 
compliant as determined by the PCI Security Standards Council. 

 
602.21 Each OPT shall have an open API beginning January 1, 2018, which shall be 

published on its website. 
  
602.22 The approval of a DTS may be suspended or revoked if its provider integrates with 

or uses the app of a DDS not registered or operated as required by this title and 
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other applicable laws. 
 
602.23 A taxicab equipped to provide taxicab service using a DTS unit shall use the DTS 

unit for each and every trip.   
 
602.24 No taxicab shall be equipped with or use more than one taximeter (analog or 

digital), more than one DTS unit, or both an MTS unit and a DTS unit. 
 
602.25 An operator shall not pick up or transport a passenger unless the taxicab and its 

DTS unit are functioning properly and the DTS unit is able to provide receipts. 
 
602.26 Each approved DTS and each approved taximeter shall be listed on the 

Department’s website. 
 
Section 603, MODERN TAXIMETER SYSTEMS, is amended as follows: 
 
A new Subsection 603.11 is added as follows: 
 
603.11 Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, no MTS or MTS unit shall be 

operated or used after December 31, 2017.   
 
Section 605, DOME LIGHTS AND TAXI NUMBERING SYSTEM, is amended as follows: 
 
605.1  Each taxicab in service on September 13, 2016, and each vehicle introduced as a 

replacement vehicle under § 609, may continue to be equipped with an existing 
legacy dome light or may be equipped with a cruising light, at the option of the 
owner, subject to the requirements of this section.  Each legacy dome light shall 
continue to be subject to the legacy dome light regulations to the extent such 
regulations do not conflict with this section, provided however, that each legacy 
dome light shall interact with a DTS and otherwise operate as required by this 
chapter and any applicable administrative issuance if a DTS is installed in the 
vehicle.  

 
605.2 Beginning November 13, 2016, or such later date established by an administrative 

issuance, each vehicle placed into service other than as a replacement vehicle under 
§ 609, shall be equipped only with a cruising light approved by the Department 
pursuant to this section, which interacts with the MTS or DTS and otherwise 
operates as required by this title and any applicable administrative issuance.  

 
605.3 Each approved DTS provider shall be responsible for ensuring the interconnectivity 

and proper functioning of a DTS unit and the legacy dome light or cruising light.   
 
605.4 The Department may approve as a cruising light any light which— 
 
 (a) Shall be constructed in a manner that meets or exceeds industry best 

practices; 
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 (b) Shall display the vehicle’s PVIN; 
 
 (c) Shall indicate whether the vehicle is available for booking by street hail;  
 
 (d) Shall interact with the vehicle’s legacy taximeter or DTS as required by this 

chapter;  
 
 (e) May incorporate features to indicate that the taxicab is an autonomous or 

semi-autonomous vehicle; and 
 
 (f) May incorporate features to indicate that the operator is engaged in 

delivering goods or performing services. 
 
605.5 The Department may issue an administrative issuance which: 
 
   (a) Approves one or more products meeting the requirements for a cruising 

light under this section; 
 
 (b) Provides guidance to DTS providers for installing cruising lights and 

ensuring their proper operation with DTS units; 
 
 (c) Provides guidance to affected stakeholders about the transition from the 

legacy dome light to the cruising light;  
 
 (d) Provides guidance to owners about the transfer of legacy dome lights from 

vehicles already in service to replacement vehicles, and about the 
decommissioning of legacy dome lights, where required by this section; and  

 
 (e) Establishes additional criteria for the appearance, functionality, 

connectivity, and installation of the cruising light, for safety, consumer 
protection, and other reasonable purposes within the jurisdiction of the 
Department. 

 
605.6  A legacy dome light shall not be used on a vehicle placed into service unless the 

vehicle is replacing one already in service.  An owner may elect to transfer a legacy 
dome light to a replacement vehicle at the owner’s expense.   

 
605.7 At the time a vehicle equipped with a legacy dome light is retired from service, if 

the light is not transferred to a replacement vehicle, it shall be decommissioned by 
the deadline and in the manner required by an administrative issuance; an owner 
that fails to comply with such administrative issuance shall be subject to the 
suspension of the owner’s vehicle license and/or other civil penalties for the 
violation of such administrative issuance; provided that the DTS provider or owner 
shall have the opportunity to challenge the legality or wisdom of any or all 
provisions of the relevant administrative issuance or issuances in an administrative 
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hearing.    
 
605.8 No taxicab shall be operated without a properly functioning legacy dome light or 

cruising light.  The operation of a taxicab without a properly functioning legacy 
dome light or cruising light, as required or permitted by this title, shall give rise to 
a rebuttable presumption that the operator knew the condition of the light and 
operated the taxicab with such knowledge. 

 
Chapter 8, OPERATING RULES FOR PUBLIC VEHICLES-FOR-HIRE, is amended as 
follows: 
 
Section 801, PASSENGER RATES AND CHARGES, is amended as follows: 
 
Subsection 801.1 is amended to read as follows: 

801.1  No person regulated by this title shall charge a rate, charge, or fare for taxicab 
service in the District in excess of the amounts established by this section.  
Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, a DTS provider may elect to offer 
dynamic street hail pricing based on a discount on the total amount of all rates and 
charges established by this section for rides booked by street hail or by telephone 
dispatch (if the provider is a taxicab company registered to provide telephone 
dispatch under Chapter 16), consistent with an applicable administrative issuance.  
A dynamic street hail discount may be in any amount up to one hundred percent 
(100%). 

Subsection 801.12 is amended to read as follows: 
 
801.12 Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, a person subject to licensing, 

registration, or regulation by the Department pursuant to this title or the 
Establishment Act, that participates in a pilot, grant, donation agreement, or other 
program, with the approval of the Department, or that engages in approved live 
field testing of an app pursuant to Chapter 16, shall use the rates and charges, if 
any, established or approved by the Department in connection with such pilot, 
grant, donation agreement, or other program, if any, in lieu of the rates and charges 
otherwise applicable pursuant to this subsection.  

 
Section 802, TAXICAB OPERATOR SURCHARGE ACCOUNTS, is amended to read as 
follows: 
 
802 DTS AND DIGITAL METER RECEIPTS 
 
802.1 Each taxicab providing service using a DTS unit or approved digital taximeter shall 

comply with this section. 
 
802.2 At the end of the ride, the passenger shall be given a receipt as follows: 
 
 (a) If the ride was booked by ehail, the receipt shall be sent through the app 
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used to book the ride; and 
 
 (b) If the ride was booked by street hail or telephone dispatch, the passenger 

shall be provided with a printed receipt. 
 
802.3 Each receipt shall contain the following information: 
 
 (a)  The taxicab owner’s name and telephone number; 
 
 (b)  The taxicab’s PVIN number; 
 
 (c)  The operator’s DFHV operator license (Face ID) number; 
 
 (d)  The trip number; 
 
 (e)  The date; 
 
 (f) The starting and ending times; 
 
 (g)  The distance traveled; 
 
 (h)  The amount paid by the passenger, showing the total fare and the gratuity, 

if any, and, if a DTS unit was used to process the payment, an indication of 
whether dynamic street hail pricing was used by the DTS provider, and, if 
so, the applicable discount; 

 
 (i) A depiction of the navigational path of the vehicle during the ride;  
 
 (j) Contact information for the Department; and 
 
 (k) Such other information about the ride that the Department may reasonably 

require through an administrative issuance. 
 
802.4 The Department may issue an administrative issuance to allow or require operators 

to provide a DFHV ride code or other information to the passenger in lieu of or in 
combination with any of the requirements for receipts under this section, and to 
establish additional criteria for receipts for safety, consumer protection, and other 
reasonable purposes within the jurisdiction of the Department. 

 
Section 803, RECEIPTS FOR TAXICAB SERVICE, is REPEALED AND RESERVED. 
 
Section 806, CARRYING AND MAKING CHANGE, is amended to read as follows: 
 
806 SURCHARGE ACCOUNTS FOR INDEPENDENT OWNERS  

OPERATING WITHOUT A DTS 
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806.1  Each independent owner may elect to provide service without a DTS if the owner: 
 
 (a) Uses one (1) meter app that is part of an approved DTS;  
 
 (b) Uses one (1) or more registered OPTs that are integrated with such app;  
 
 (c) Maintains a surcharge account as provided in this Section, unless all the 

OPTs selected by the owner have transfer account capability to ensure the 
OPT pays all collected passenger surcharges directly to the District; and  

 
 (d) Remains compliant with all other applicable regulations and laws.   
 
806.2 Each owner who elects to provide service without a DTS is liable for all surcharges 

owed to the District. 
 
806.3 Each surcharge account shall be administered as follows.   
 
 (a) The minimum account balance is twenty dollars ($20).  DFHV shall deposit 

the minimum if the account is opened when the owner’s operator license 
(face card) is issued.  Otherwise, the owner shall pay the minimum to open 
the account.   

 
 (b) If an account balance falls below the required minimum, DFHV shall 

promptly email a notice to the owner stating that: 
 
 (1) The owner must either: replenish the account; or close the account, 

pay all passenger surcharges owed, and obtain an approved DTS; 
and 

 
 (2) If the owner fails to comply within two (2) business days, the meter 

will be deactivated until the owner comes into compliance.  
 
 (c) Each account shall accrue interest at one percent (1%) annually.  The 

remaining balance with accrued interest shall be paid to the owner when an 
account is closed.   

 
 (d) The burden shall at all times be on the owner to establish eligibility to 

operate under this Section, including by executing an application provided 
by the Department.  Each application shall be granted or denied within two 
(2) business days. 

 
806.4 The Department may post an administrative issuance concerning this Section. 
 
Section 816, STANDARDS OF CONDUCT; UNLAWFUL ACTIVITIES PROHIBITED, is 
amended as follows: 
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New Subsections 816.16 and 816.17 are added as follows: 
 
816.16 No person subject to regulation by the Department shall tamper with, damage, 

destroy, deface, vandalize, remove, modify, or in any way attempt to defeat or 
bypass equipment authorized or required by this title. 

 
816.17 No person subject to regulation by the Department shall aid, abet, or be an 

accessory after the fact to a violation of § 816.16. 
 
Section 818, DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED, is amended as follows: 
 
Subsection 818.2 is amended to read as follows: 
 
818.2  Discriminatory conduct prohibited by this section includes, but is not limited to, the 

following:  
 

(a)  Not picking up a passenger on the basis of any protected characteristic or 
trait, including not picking up a passenger with a service animal;  

 
(b)  Requesting that a passenger get out of a taxicab on the basis of a protected 

characteristic or trait;  
 

(c)  Using derogatory or harassing language on the basis of a protected 
characteristic or trait;  

 
(d) Refusing a telephone or digital dispatch to a specific geographic area of the 

District; and 
 
(e) Using dynamic street hail pricing in any manner that constitutes prohibited 

discrimination under this section or other applicable law. 
 
Section 823, MANIFEST RECORD, is amended as follows: 
 
The title of Section 823, MANIFEST RECORD, is amended to read as follows: 
 
823 MANIFESTS 
 
Section 823, MANIFESTS, is amended to read as follows: 
 
823.1  Each operator of a taxicab equipped with an MTS unit, and each operator of a black 

car, shall comply with the requirements of this Section 823 in effect on January 9, 
2017 (allowing the use of either a paper or electronic manifest pursuant to the 
requirements of that section).  

 
823.2 The operator of a taxicab equipped with a DTS unit shall use only the electronic 

manifest incorporated in the DTS unit to permanently record all for-hire activity by 
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the vehicle during the most recent forty-eight (48) hours.  Paper manifests are not 
permitted. 

 
823.3 Each DTS electronic manifest shall contain the information required by § 802.3 for 

DTS receipts, the information required by the DC TaxiApp and by any other app 
with which the DTS is integrated, and the following: 

 
 (a) The date, time, and vehicle mileage each time the operator logs in or out; 

and 
 
 (b) The vehicle’s PVIN and “H” tag number. 
 
823.4 No person shall alter or attempt to alter an electronic manifest maintained by a DTS 

unit or the DTS provider. 
 
823.5 Each operator and owner of a vehicle equipped with a DTS unit shall make the 

electronic manifest available for inspection upon demand by a District enforcement 
official. 

 
Chapter 18, WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE PARATRANSIT TAXICAB SERVICE, is 
amended as follows: 
 
Section 1806, TAXICAB COMPANIES AND OPERATORS — OPERATING 
REQUIREMENTS – is amended as follows: 
 
Subsection 1806.9 (b) is amended to read as follows: 

(1)  Is in compliance with all applicable provisions of this title, 
including:  vehicle licensing requirements; uniform color scheme 
requirements; and equipment requirements such as a modern 
taximeter system (MTS) unit until December 31, 2017, or a digital 
taxicab solution (DTS) unit, and a legacy dome light or cruising 
light, as required for all taxicabs by § 602; 

(2)  If it is a wheelchair accessible vehicle, is operated only by an 
operator trained to provide wheelchair service, as required by this 
chapter; 

(3) If it is a wheelchair accessible vehicle, other than a WMATA van or 
a wheelchair accessible vehicle that was associated with the 
company prior to its approval to participate in Transport DC:  meets 
all applicable provisions of this chapter for use in Transport DC; and 

(4)  Has an MTS or DTS unit which has been configured to report 
Transport DC trip data in the format directed by the Department, 
allowing the Department to identify Transport DC trips and such 
other information related to Transport DC as may reasonably be 
required by an administrative issuance. 
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Chapter 20, FINES AND CIVIL PENALTIES, is amended as follows: 
 
The title of Chapter 20 is amended to read as follows: 
 
CHAPTER 20 CIVIL FINES 
 
 
Section 2000, FINES AND CIVIL PENALTIES, is amended as follows: 
 
Subsection 2000.8 is amended as follows: 
 
A civil fine is added to Schedule 2, Fines for Entities and Owners, Maximum Fines Based on 
Circumstances, as follows: 
 

DTS Providers 

Prohibited discrimination in violation of § 818  

$2,500 

 
Chapter 99, DEFINITIONS, is amended as follows: 
 
Section 9901, DEFINITIONS, is amended as follows: 
 
Subsection 9901.1 is amended to add definitions as follows: 
 

“Approved digital taximeter” – the taximeter app component of any approved 
DTS, as defined in this chapter. 

 
“Autonomous vehicle” – a vehicle in which operation occurs without direct 

operator input to control the steering, acceleration, and braking, and which 
is capable of monitoring road conditions and performing navigation for an 
entire trip without human conduction. 

 
“API” or “Application Programming Interface” – a set of subroutine 

definitions, protocols, and tools for building application software. 
 
“Credit card processing device” – a component of a DTS unit that allows 

passengers to make payments using credit cards and other methods of non-
cash payment in the manner required by the Act and other applicable laws.  

 
“Digital taxicab solution” or “DTS” – a technology solution for the operation of 

taxicabs that consists at a minimum of a digital taximeter running on a driver 
console, as defined in this chapter, a passenger console, and a credit card 
processing device, as such terms are defined in this chapter, and any 
optional components that the DTS provider may choose to include. 
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“Driver console” – a component of a DTS unit, as defined in this chapter, which: 
incorporates a digital meter and other DTS functions used by operators 
during taxicab rides; is safely-secured in the vehicle; and is accessible to 
District enforcement officials during traffic stops and compliance surveys. 

 
“DTS unit” – an individual unit of a DTS, as defined in this chapter, that is installed 

in a vehicle. 
 
“Dynamic street hail pricing” – a District-wide variable pricing structure for 

taxicab rides booked by street hail or telephone dispatch, which is 
established, maintained, and publicized by a DTS provider, as defined in 
this chapter.    

 
“Ehail” – digital dispatch, as defined in this chapter.  As used in this title, the terms 

“ehail” and “digital dispatch” are synonymous. 
 
“Legacy dome light” – the patented and licensed dome light required for use on 

all taxicabs as of September 12, 2016. 
 
“Legacy dome light regulations” – the regulations applicable to the legacy dome 

light, appearing in § 605.1 and in effect on September 12, 2016.   
 
“Option for payment technology” and “OPT” - a payment processing service 

that meets the technical requirements of DFHV, including the reporting of 
trip data and the collection of passenger surcharges, the ability to work with 
one or more approved digital taximeters, with which it is integrated at its 
own expense, and that processes payments at a total cost at or below two 
and seventy-five one hundredths percent (2.75%) per swipe.   

 
“Passenger console” – a component of a DTS unit, as defined in this chapter, 

which provides passengers with:  the operator’s license number; the 
vehicle’s navigational path; applicable rates and charges (including if the 
provider uses dynamic street hail pricing:  a disclosure of its current 
discount, if any, which shall be the same as the disclosure that appears on 
the DTS provider’s website); advertising; any audiovisual content required 
by the Department; a statement about payment and receipt options. 

 
“PCI Compliant” – Adherence to set of policies and procedures developed by the 

PCI Security Standards Council to protect credit, debit and cash card 
transactions and prevent the misuse of cardholders' personal information. 

 
“Semi-autonomous vehicle” – a vehicle which has automation of at least two 

primary control functions designed to work in unison to relieve the operator 
of control of these functions, such as adaptive cruise control with lane 
centering. 
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